Creating A Mission Statement

1. Look at the definition of value its related words.

2. What is a mission statement? Why is it important?

3. What values do you stand for? Look over the list of values. Pick up a stack of value cards in the cabinet. Look for the “Always”, “Often”, “Seldom” and “Never”. Pile the value cards on top of these cards. For example if “humor” is a value you often care about it, you put it on top of your “Often” card. After you sort all the value cards, look at you “Always” pile. From this pile, choose only three. You write these down on the Mission Statement Formula section “The values I stand for are….)

4. What verbs do you choose to act on? After you choose your final three, write them down on the Mission Statement Formula on page 66. (My mission is to…)

   I want to be....
   I want to do....
   I want to have...

4. You are finished for now.